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Integration of technology with rural and urban farming, food, and a powerful & social economy
- and a request to facilitate the development of the " Green House" at the existing ecocentrum Short history of development of the place www.ecocentrumemma.nl
The ecocentrum is established in an characteristic shop- and residence complex dating from 1926.
In 1977 a garden centre with a greenhouse was built by former owners.
In 2001 it was taken over by the current owner (Susanne Groten) with financing of the Triodos Bank, while still
working part time as Assistent Professor at the ITC (Intern. Institute for Aerospace Surveys and Earth
Observation). The first 6 years were mainly spent on developping a new ecological housing project in the East of
Enschede (Oikos) . Our role - after gaining a major contract from the municipality - was to interactively design
and implement communal garden schemes in collaboration with 8 neighbourhood groeps of each 25-90
households. Key factors for succes and failure of the approach were evaluated by Susanne Groten in presentations
to the municipality and the rotary club. The income gained were used to gradually develop the ecocentrum,
together with the introduction of several innovations:
2001: ecological nursery to offer an alternative to toxic garden centre products,
2003: organic food shop to support local and regional food production, first shop with al frigerators closed
2006: ecological florist shop with 0,8 ha Skal certified plant cultivation in Hengelo.
2009: bicycle repair shop by Shafiq Hossaini, who introduced the first e-scooters in Enschede
2009: first biological gastronomy and catering for up to 120 persons
2010: LED shop by sustainable energy lector of Saxion- including comparative research
2011: Demonstration unit/ shop Sustainable housing material (dubo) which later now moved to Hengelo
2013: a community garden was initiated with others in the neighbourhood, on empty land with 60 plots (6 y)
2015: Indian restaurant (all meat and most other ingredients organic) added exotic flair to our ecocentrum and
2017: A Food cooperative was started together with clients of the food shop to support our organic food shop and
the producers in the area of Twente (we built a network of about 13 regular suppliers)
Al activities showed a positive development even during the financial and economic crisis later.
However major adaptations are still needed to cope with the currently growing concurrence of the supermarkets.
Therefore we are keen to reinvent ourselves and create an energy transition and comparative advantage, including
the intelligent and social use of technology. In order to achieve this we would like to improve and expand our
building. In this building we would like to focus on really clean and sustainable technology and not connect to the
warmth - network of a large scale garbage incinerator, like the Ariens Building closeby.
Design (IAA architects) of a renewed ecocentrum, including integration of various technologies

STEPS TO ENSURE SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS SOON
First half year, within the existing ecocentrum
• Working relationships are established.
• Priorities are set for the first year
• A programme of workshops and demonstrations presents to the partners and a larger public the
existing technology and potential integration of urban farming and the use of various products from the
region, partly in the ecocentrum and other interesting places
• Several technological innovations are selected to be applied in our plan for a new building to replace
the current greenhouse in; a design was already made by IAA architects re-using elements of the existing
building. The building itself, materials, green environment and various installations should become an
attractive place for demonstrations for various groups. The plan fits into the municipality plans and is
ready to be submitted within half a year.
• Support and financing is sought for our ideas, which possibly includes proposals for development of the
neighbouring non-built areas opposite the ecocentrum (in possession of the municipality, partly Trebbe).
• Publicity is generated with other partners about developments, applications, experiences and progres.
• Studies are initiated (with Saxion, UT...) to estimate the potential impact of (techological and other)
innovations. and to rank current solutions within several fields of application like (food production,
healthy food & gastronomy, food shops, urban farming). These studies carried out with co-supervision of
collaborators of the "green house" will help to make decisions on investments more easy to advanced
consumers, and businesses.
• A conceptual proposal for complementary housing complex: to the land owners opposite the current
ecccentrum to develop of co-develop a housing complex within a green and social ecosystem, facilitated
by technology for energy, water, sanitation etc.
Within 1,5 years from now
• the new building is aquired using prefabricated elements to shorten building time
• other spaces in the surroundings can be used if necessary, like saxion
• documentation of various technological solutions and demonstration units (fixed and temporary)
• a work community is established

Senseful applications of technology... in our plan for t´greune hoes
may be in order to act as a demonstration building and as an atractive work, eat and shopping space,
1. Demonstration units for various types of installations and facilities to be let, from 10 m2 on
2. Isolation of building become fossil free, with measurement and graphics of energy flows
3. Solar energy with various sensors and graphics, e.g. with the energy cooperative of Enschede.
4. Energy storage through power wall, giroscope, or the battery of electric cars in a sharing scheme
5. Possibly use of residual warmth of the Hollandia Matzes building
6. Optimal clustering of activities in the building (study carried out by saxion for us)
7. Climate adaptations: green roof, water collection and storage, heat peak mitigation
8. Sanitation starting with collection of green waste of the food shop, garden products and human
waste, using an underground storage and mini "vergister"
9. Green building: green vertical garden, patio garden with restaurant, roof top garden,
10: Urban farming, garden terras surrounded by fruit and nut trees, berries (also for sale). hydroponics,
a closed unit for producing lettuces and herbs with LED light only, measuring the energy use, the
amount of produce and the quality in comparison. robotics may used to partly automate the proces of growing.
11. Restaurants and take away
good organic food, mostly from the area, preventing waste in the food shop. Social work places
are offered, as well as learning an "health life style"
12. Robotica A social robot may help people to get experience with man-machine interaction, e.g.
to start with an intelligent koffie (serving) machine, or to provide additional information

All interested parties are invited to participate in our building
(ideas of technology to be integrated, financing and power to help decision making)
please contact: Susanne Groten 06-11356236, or 053-4348145,
info@ecocentrumemma.nl, see www.ecocentrumemma.nl

